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Abstract Observations and simulations have found convective cold pools to trigger and organize subsequent updrafts by modifying boundary layer temperature and moisture as well as by lifting air parcels at the outflow boundaries. We study the causality between cold pools and subsequent deep convection in idealized large-eddy simulations by tracking colliding outflow boundaries preceding hundreds of deep convection events. When outflow boundaries collide, their common front position remains immobile, whereas the internal cold pool dynamics continues for hours. We analyze how this dynamics “funnels” moisture from a relatively large volume into a narrow convergence zone. We quantify moisture convergence and separate the contribution from surface fluxes, which we find to play a secondary role. Our results highlight that dynamical effects are crucial in triggering convection, even in radiative-convective equilibrium. However, it is the low-level convergence resulting from this dynamics that removes inhibition, moistens the atmosphere aloft, and ultimately permits deep convection.

Plain Language Summary Cold pools are blobs of cold air that can form under thunderstorm clouds due to the evaporation of rain. Because they are denser than the surrounding air, cold pools spread out along the surface. It has long been known that thunderstorm development, while inhibited inside the cold pools, is stimulated near the edges. Here we use idealized numerical simulations of cold pool-producing tropical thunderstorms to study how the cold pools interact to achieve this organization of subsequent clouds. We find that when cold pools collide with one another, they establish a circulation near the surface that lasts for several hours. This circulation transports air from a very large area into a small one, where it is deflected upward and eventually facilitates thunderstorm development. Our results improve our understanding of how cold pools trigger extreme rain events and have implications for how thunderstorms should be depicted in climate models.

1. Introduction

Cold pools (CPs) form when a fraction of convective precipitation reevaporates as it falls to the surface. The latent heat absorbed during the phase change cools the atmosphere below cloud base, creating a body of relatively dense air that sinks to the ground and spreads laterally. CPs can spread over distances of tens to hundreds of km in the course of one day (Zuidema et al., 2017) and can modify the conditions for subsequent convection by creating and transporting anomalies in temperature, moisture, and wind (e.g., Böing et al., 2012; de Szoike et al., 2017; Droegemeier & Wilhelmson, 1985; Feng et al., 2015; Khairoutdinov & Randall, 2006; Knippertz et al., 2009; Terai & Wood, 2013; Torri & Kuang, 2016; Tompkins, 2001). The edges, where the CPs meet and interact with ambient boundary layer air, are commonly referred to as the outflow boundaries. Deep convective cells have long been known to preferentially form along these outflow boundaries (Droegemeier & Wilhelmson, 1985; Purdom & Marcus, 1981), and two mechanisms explaining this have been proposed. The classic and intuitive view is that forced lifting along the advancing outflow boundaries helps low-level air parcels overcome convective inhibition (CIN) and reach the level of free convection (LFC) (Droegemeier & Wilhelmson, 1985; and more recently, Jeewanjee & Romps, 2015; Torri et al., 2015). This view was challenged by Tompkins (2001). In cloud-resolving model simulations of a tropical ocean environment, he observed that convective triggering occurred long after the expansive phase of the CPs, which is when the highest wind speeds at the outflow boundaries occur. The key to triggering new deep convection is therefore attributed to a combination of low CIN and high convective available potential energy (CAPE) at the outflow boundary after the CP cold anomaly was removed by surface fluxes, a mechanism that has found support in later studies (Langhans & Romps, 2013; Torri et al., 2015).
Colliding outflow boundaries create bands of strong updrafts (Böing et al., 2012; Lima & Wilson, 2008; Wilson & Schreiber, 1986), typically explained by either or both of the above mechanisms. Due to low-level convergence, these bands constitute moist patches over which clouds form (Krueger, 1988). Schlemmer and Hohenegger (2014) showed that larger moist patches support the formation of more, as well as larger and deeper clouds. This lends support to the “near-environment hypothesis” postulated by Böing et al. (2012), stating that wider cloud bases over colliding outflow boundaries reduce the entrainment of subsaturated air into growing clouds, thus allowing them to retain their buoyancy and develop into cumulonimbus.

Pursuing these findings, Feng et al. (2015) used high-resolution regional model simulations of warm tropical ocean conditions to examine convective organization by CPs. They reported colliding CPs to trigger substantially more shallow convection than isolated ones, a finding attributed to enhanced updraft velocities. The increased accumulation of shallow convective clouds, in turn, moistened the environment above the boundary layer, reducing dry-air entrainment and eventually allowing for deep convection to develop. This echoes an earlier study by Waite and Khouider (2010), which found the deepening of cumulus clouds in cloud-resolving numerical experiments to depend heavily on the detrainment of moist air into the environment by congesti preceding the formation of deep convection.

Parameterizations of convection in climate models have struggled to capture the diurnal cycle of convection occurring over tropical land (e.g., Betts & Jakob, 2002; Nesbitt & Zipser, 2003). Coupling a convection parameterization scheme with a simple representation of CPs that dynamically allow surface parcels to overcome convective inhibition amended this (Grandpeix & Lefore, 2010; Rio et al., 2009), suggesting that forced lifting by CPs actively organizes convection over land.

Convective conditions over tropical oceans differ from those over land due to the larger heat capacity of the sea surface. The tropical marine atmosphere is therefore subject to near-constant surface heating and is often approximated as residing in a state of radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) which cannot produce a diurnal cycle of convection. Thus, there is reason to believe that the ways in which CPs organize and trigger convection are also different, as the results of, for example, Tompkins (2001) exemplify.

Which mechanisms are behind triggering of deep convection under which conditions is still contested in the literature. In any case, CPs doubtlessly are a key ingredient in the organization of convection and the transition from shallow to deep convection. In this study, we characterize the causality between CPs and subsequent convection under approximate RCE conditions using large-eddy simulations (LES). To do so, we exploit an idealized setup that permits a simple tracking of the convergence zones established by colliding outflow boundaries. Furthermore, we ask what the contribution of surface fluxes is to the moisture convergence.

2. Methodology
2.1. Large-Eddy Simulations
Idealized large-eddy simulations (LES) are run using the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) LES code (Stevens et al., 2005). Parameterizations of cloud microphysics and surface energy fluxes (supporting information Text S1, Pincus & Stevens, 2009; Seifert & Beheng, 2006; Smagorinsky, 1963; Stevens, 2010) make the model suitable for studying cold pools (e.g., Haerter et al., 2017; Henneberg et al., 2020; Moseley et al., 2016). The main aim of this study is to better understand the processes leading to deep convective triggering under RCE conditions. To test the robustness of the results, we perform three simulations with a varying surface boundary condition: a control simulation (termed CTR) with a surface at 300 K and 100% relative humidity, compared to a simulation with a 2 K colder surface (termed −2K) and a simulation with a surface evaporation reduced to 70% (termed RH70) (Haerter & Fuglestvedt, 2020). CTR and −2 K correspond to tropical ocean conditions (Bowen ratios of ~0.1), while the Bowen ratio in RH70 (~0.25) resembles conditions over tropical rainforests (e.g., Wallace & Hobbs, 2006).

To achieve radiative convective equilibrium (RCE), surface temperature and humidity, as well as insolation are held constant throughout each simulation. We here study the properties within RCE, attained after 300 model hours for CTR and −2K, and 150 model hours for RH70 (Figure S1). These temporal thresholds were chosen as the times when the spatial averages of low-level temperature and humidity were converged to the equilibrium values (Text S1, Haerter & Schlemmer, 2018).
2.2. Idealized Setup

Focusing on diurnal cycle dynamics, Haerter et al. (2019) highlights the complexity of CP interactions within the three-dimensional atmosphere. In that case, several geometrical configurations of CP collisions can occur, and those involving two and three CPs were found to be conceptually different. In order to remove the complexities introduced by the different geometries of collision, and focus entirely on the processes that are active in the lead-up to the formation of new convective events after a collision, we here use an idealized setup: the LES is run at a 200 km $\times$ 5 km horizontal domain size and the output averaged over the narrow dimension before analysis. This pseudo-2-D setup hence resembles air embedded in a channel, where spreading CPs are forced to travel along the direction of the channel. This is enforced by the laterally periodic boundary conditions, as a CP's outflow along the narrow dimension will soon collide with the same CP's opposite edge, effectively limiting the direction of motion to be along the long dimension (Text S2).

2.3. Simple Tracking of Outflow Boundaries

An advantage of the idealized setup is that the causality between colliding outflow boundaries, loci of convergence, and subsequent deep convection becomes apparent. In order to study the evolution of the atmosphere at the loci of convergence in the hours leading up to a new convective event, a tracking algorithm is used: our algorithm identifies these loci preceding every deep convective precipitation event.

We identify each deep convective precipitation event as an object extending a maximum of 4 km in each direction and lasting for a maximum of 160 min from the time and position of precipitation onset. These values were chosen as a compromise between the typical extents of precipitation events and the typical spacing between them (Figure S2). Precipitation onset is defined as the time of the first local precipitation intensity maximum in the spatial dimension of each such object that exceeds 1 mm hr$^{-1}$. The tracking algorithm identifies the loci of convergence backward in time from the precipitation onset of each event. The loci of convergence are defined as the maxima of low-level vertical velocity, searching in the vicinity of the last point on the track. This vicinity is chosen as the area within 1.6 km in each direction from the last point, in effect assuming that the convergence locus is not advected further in a single output time step, corresponding to an advection speed of $\sim$2.7 m s$^{-1}$ (Figure S2). The search is terminated when the track leads to a preceding deep convective precipitation event. If this condition is not met, the search is terminated when the tracking exceeds 80 ten-minute output time steps, corresponding to 13.3 model hours.

3. Results

3.1. Identifying Precipitation Events and Convergence Loci

To understand the CP dynamics in the present channel domain, it is instructive to focus on a specific vertical model level and consider any output field within the horizontal coordinate as well as time (Figures 1a–1c). CPs travel along the surface and their outflow boundaries are visible as sharp spikes of positive vertical velocity. These spikes correspond to sharp gradients in horizontal velocity, that is, loci of strong horizontal convergence. The convergence patterns are mirrored by the patterns in low-level moisture, with water vapor mixing ratio increasing near the colliding outflow boundaries, or “collision fronts” (Figure 1b). Inspecting this convergence pattern further, it is apparent that the collision fronts are also the locations where new deep convection events occur (Figure 1c). Although outflow boundaries cause large vertical velocities as they collide, inspection shows that new events typically occur at the collision front several hours after the collision occurred. This suggests that the immediate mechanical lifting of boundary layer parcels to the LCL plays little role in the triggering of new events in RCE. Instead, we here argue that the circulation surrounding the collision front continues long after the time when the outflow boundaries initially collide, allowing moist low-level air to be continuously lifted within the convergence zone.

To qualitatively appreciate this, the moisture circulation during two phases of a CP’s lifetime is plotted in Figures 1d and 1e. Strong vertical velocities accompany the horizontal velocities at the outflow boundary during the early expansive phase (Figure 1d). Note the two areas of enhanced moisture (highlighted by white arrows in Figure 1d), which are surrounded by a circulation mixing moist surface air back toward the cold pool wake. These moisture anomalies are associated with the vortex rings formed by the expanding density current (Lundgren et al., 1992) and have the effect of moistening the upper boundary layer at heights of 800 to 1,000 m. This moistening effect is also evident from Figure 1e, where the moisture anomaly is located behind, rather than ahead of, the cold pool vortex ring.
Figure 1. Cold pool dynamics in the LES (CTR experiment). (a) 100 m vertical velocity. Dark shades indicate positive values. (b) 50 m water vapor mixing ratio. CP interiors are dry (yellow), and outflow boundaries moist (blue) (same color axis as in Figure 3a). (c) Simple tracking of precipitation events (red dots) and preceding convergence loci (black lines) plotted over precipitation intensity (blue shading). Red x marks the time and position of the precipitation event analyzed in Figure 3. Black horizontal lines mark times and positions of vertical cross sections plotted in panels (d) and (e). (d, e) Vertical cross sections of water vapor mixing ratio anomaly (contours) relative to the steady state average and wind (vectors), centered on a recently formed cold pool 1 hr after precipitation onset (d) and its left resulting collision front 4 hr 40 min after (e). For clarity, the wind is subtracted by the horizontal mean flow in the plotted subdomain, and velocities are averages of bins of 5 and 3 grid points (corresponding to 100 and 30 m) in the horizontal and vertical dimension, respectively. Positive moisture anomalies associated with the cold pool’s outflow boundaries are highlighted by white arrows in (d).

Even more than 4 hr after the outflow boundary has been stalled by that of the neighboring CP, moisture continues to circulate, converging at the collision front, where it is advected to higher levels and constitutes a moisture anomaly (Figure 1e). This convergence continues for several hours at approximately the same position before a new deep convection event occurs.

To show that such sustained CP-induced convergence zones are the most important mechanism behind organizing deep convection in the numerical experiments, we use the tracking algorithm (section 2.3) to aggregate the loci of these convergence zones in the buildup to deep convection events.

3.2. Aggregate Statistics During Event Buildup

In our idealized setup the tracking of convergence loci preceding deep convection permits sampling of the local atmospheric properties. Note that in three-dimensional analogs such tracking would be far more cumbersome (Henneberg et al., 2020): outflow boundaries would be line structures and the cross section upon collision of any two or more outflow boundaries would have far more complex geometries than in the case we study here—introducing additional degrees of freedom into the analysis.
Figure 2. Time evolution of aggregate atmospheric properties at the tracked convergence loci. The time axis is relative to the precipitation onset at 0 hr. (a) Water vapor mixing ratio at 50 m (solid) and at the mean level of free convection (LFC) (dashed). (b) 100 m vertical moisture flux ($\rho q_w$). (c) Convective available potential energy (CAPE). (d) Convective inhibition (CIN) for the most inhibited boundary layer reference parcel ($z \leq LFC$). Solid/dashed lines are mean values and shading indicates one standard deviation of the aggregate. Left-side markers and errorbars show the system mean values and one standard deviation for the plotted quantities (dot and x correspond to solid and dashed, respectively).

Using the backtracking for all detected deep convective events, we recover the history of instability and moisture during the time leading up to the event (Figure 2). The track duration, that is, the time between precipitation onset and the time when the backtracking is terminated, differs from event to event. For the aggregate buildup a duration starting at $-8 \text{ hr}$ is chosen, as the frequencies of track durations longer than this drop below 5% for all three numerical experiments (Figure S3). At the other end, the aggregate buildup is truncated at 20 min before precipitation onset. We do this because the increase/decrease of the quantities plotted in Figure 2 see a sudden reversal at this time (Figure S4). We attribute this reversal to the effects of downdrafts forming in the minutes before the identified precipitation onset. This time window of $-8 \text{ hr}$ to $-20 \text{ min}$ is used for the results reported in Table 1.

Classical measures of convective instability are CAPE and CIN (Definition: Text S3). Indeed, CAPE (Figure 2c) is appreciable and increases systematically before event onset. CIN requires a more careful inspection, as parcels at the lowest model level show very small values of CIN $\approx 0$ throughout the lead-up to the new event. Accompanied by the appreciable CAPE, this lack of inhibition implies deep convection onset according to parcel theory. To evaluate the maximum inhibition in the boundary layer, we define the boundary layer as bounded above by the mean LFC in each experiment (LFC) and pick the most stable parcel, for which convective inhibition henceforth is termed max-CIN. Max-CIN reveals that a weak inhibition persists in the boundary layer but sees a gradual reduction during the buildup (Figure 2d). The reduction in max-CIN indicates that the higher levels of the boundary layer, where the most inhibited parcels typically reside, are affected by the low-level convergence over the course of hours.
Figure 2a shows that low-level moisture increases modestly along the collision front until new deep convection sets in, whereas the increase at the LFC is several times larger (Δq, Table 1). As can be seen in Figure 2b, the low-level vertical moisture flux (= qw′, where q is water vapor mixing ratio, w is vertical velocity, and ρ is the density of air) remains positive for the duration of the buildup, advecting large quantities of water vapor over the 8 hr. Integrating this quantity over the buildup yields the time-integrated vertical moisture flux (IVMF) (Table 1). IVMF(LFC) is ~80% of IVMF(100 m) in CTR and ~3% in RH70, indicating that the majority of the moisture converging at the lowest levels makes it out of the boundary layer.

The results above demonstrate a pattern in the buildup to deep convection that is consistent across the three simulations: A weak inhibition in the boundary layer is gradually removed over the convergence locus, even-...
Figure 3. Identifying the contribution from surface moisture fluxes to a deep convection event in CTR. (a) 50 m water vapor mixing ratio. Positions of parcels (black dots) in the vicinity of the convergence locus (red line) preceding a deep convection event (red x) advected backward in time (black lines) to origins in previous downdrafts. Position is relative to the precipitation event. (b) Time evolution of the horizontal profile of 50 m horizontal wind. Position is relative to the convergence locus. Faint red shaded rectangle indicates the area taken as the convergence zone bounded by the black dots in (a). (c) Time evolution of the vertical profile of total water mixing ratio at the convergence locus. (d) Time evolution of the vertical profile of accumulated horizontal moisture convergence, where the convergence is approximated according to Equation 1. (e, f) Analogous to (c) but for potential temperature (e) and total water mixing ratio (f) in the lowest 800 m.

are directed toward the convergence zone for several kilometers to each side, maintaining a large “catchment area” for the convergence zone. This leads to a moistening throughout the atmospheric column over the convergence zone during the buildup to the new deep convective event (Figure 3c). Using Equation 1 to approximate the low-level accumulated horizontal moisture convergence beginning from the earliest time that the convergence locus is identified, shows that the moisture converges below the local LFC at 500 m (Figure 3d). Moisture convergence above this level is negative despite the increase in total water mixing ratio, implying that moisture is vertically advected out of the boundary layer before being detrained into the environment. The total low-level moisture convergence over the duration of the lead-up amounts to 13.9 kg m$^{-2}$. Using instead the values $q(x', t')$, found by iterative backtracking, in the calculation of low-level moisture convergence, the amount is 13.0 kg m$^{-2}$. The small difference of 0.9 kg m$^{-2}$ shows that moisture
fluxes contribute little (~6%) to the total moisture entering the convergence zone in the time between CP formation and subsequent event.

The partitioning into advective and moisture source contributions shows that the circulation set up by the colliding outflow boundaries, which persists for hours, acts as “moisture conveyor belts” on either side of the convergence zone. These conveyor belts extend ~10 km to the sides, approximately corresponding to the radii of the associated CPs. Over the duration of the buildup, the velocities increase, especially in the final hours (Figure 3b). This suggests that the circulation initiated by the CPs sustains and amplifies itself through convection over the convergence locus.

Note that the analysis above considers the convergence of moisture during the time between the onset of the new event and the CP formation under the preceding event to the right, illustrated by the red line in Figure 3a. As can be seen, a moist patch is already present at the beginning of this time interval, which can explain the discrepancy between the 13.9 kg m\(^{-2}\) that enter the convergence zone through advection and the almost four times higher average low-level vertical moisture flux observed at the aggregate convergence loci (Table 1). The presence of a moist patch highlights how each deep convective event cannot be considered independent from processes that occurred in the more distant past. Rather, moisture is continuously “funneled” into localized patches by the CPs from many previous deep convection events - thus jointly predetermining the locations of subsequent events.

Whereas moisture convergence implies that the upper boundary layer is gradually moistened, moisture alone is not sufficient to explain the removal of max-CIN (Figure 2d). We therefore consider both the temperature and moisture changes occurring in the boundary layer during the event buildup (Figures 3e and 3f).

We examine the relative contributions to buoyancy, which are well-approximated by the changes to virtual temperature and moisture changes occurring in the boundary layer during the event buildup (Figures 3e and 3f). Whereas moisture convergence implies that the upper boundary layer is gradually moistened, moisture alone is not sufficient to explain the removal of max-CIN (Figure 2d). We therefore consider both the temperature and moisture changes occurring in the boundary layer during the event buildup (Figures 3e and 3f). Using q’ ≈ 0.2 g kg\(^{-1}\) and θ’ ≈ 0.2 K (Figures 3e and 3f) in Equation 3, the contributions from moisture and temperature changes are, respectively, 0.04 and 0.2 K, that is, approximately a factor five difference. Hence, the temperature contribution to buoyancy within the boundary layer dominates the removal of max-CIN before the new event is set off.

To quantify the contributions from water vapor and temperature changes, that is, the two first terms on the right-hand side of Equation 3, we evaluate the partial derivatives to yield

\[
\frac{\partial \theta_i}{\partial q} \bigg|_{\theta_i,q_i} = \frac{\theta_i}{\epsilon(1 + q_i)^2} \approx 176K, \quad (4)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial q}{\partial \theta} \bigg|_{\theta_i,q_i} = \frac{q_i + \epsilon}{\epsilon(1 + q_i)} \approx 1. \quad (5)
\]

Using q’ ≈ 0.2 g kg\(^{-1}\) and θ’ ≈ 0.2 K (Figures 3e and 3f) in Equation 3, the contributions from moisture and temperature changes are, respectively, 0.04 and 0.2 K, that is, approximately a factor five difference. Hence, the temperature contribution to buoyancy within the boundary layer dominates the removal of max-CIN before the new event is set off. For the case in Figure 3, max-CIN is found for parcels at z = 400 m, and the LPC for these parcels is at z = 500 m. Crudely approximating the change in max-CIN, assuming a linear relaxation in \(\theta_i\) between these two levels, yields \(g \frac{\Delta z}{\theta_i}'/\theta_i \approx 1 \text{ J kg}^{-1}\), where \(g\) is the acceleration due to gravity and \(\Delta z = 100\) m the layer thickness, commensurate with the removal of max-CIN observed in Figure 2d.

### 4. Discussion

Our results point to a continuous premoistening of the atmospheric column over convergence zones. These convergence zones are established by colliding CPs that spread away from previous deep convective events. The resultant moisture dynamics, which occurs over several hours, is part of an overturning circulation which intuitively resembles a conveyor belt transporting moisture to the location of the new deep convective event.
Our results resonate in part with mechanisms hypothesized in previous studies. The near-environment hypothesis (Böing et al., 2012; Schlemmer & Hohenegger, 2014) is by Feng et al. (2015) described as a preconditioning acting through an increased number of shallow clouds that shield deepening clouds from the subsaturated environment. They argue that these shallow clouds are a result of the dynamical forcing along collisions fronts, based on the occurrence of higher vertical velocities over colliding outflow boundaries. However, our results draw focus instead to the low-level circulation set up by the CPs. Rather than the preconditioning aloft being controlled by the strength of forced uplift in the expanding phase of the CPs, we find that the slow and consistent moisture convergence near the surface establishes long-lasting convergence zones, constituting moist patches (Schlemmer & Hohenegger, 2014), that in turn moisten the atmosphere above. This resonates better with the second idea put forward by Böing et al. (2012), the “time scale hypothesis,” which suggests that the role of the subcloud layer is to establish updrafts lasting long enough to permit cloud deepening. As they point out, these loci will be subject to a positive feedback, as once deeper clouds form, they will amplify the convergence beneath them and further improve the conditions for deep convection. Whether this convergence zone is maintained by the original CP circulations or by this positive feedback is up for debate, but we interpret the current results to demonstrate that colliding outflow boundaries are necessary to initialize the circulation.

The type of “pseudo-2-D” geometric setup exploited in the present study helps to clarify the causality between CPs, moisture convergence, and subsequent deep convection, and permits a simple way of tracking it. We suggest that the mechanisms at work in the setup may also apply in the 3-D analog, where the horizontal dimensions would be of equal scale. The basic notion that each deep convection event should on average spawn one new one necessarily holds true in the 3-D case as well. This is an inevitable consequence of considering an RCE state, where the number of simultaneous events is constant. However, there are subtle differences between the 2-D and 3-D cases: as discussed earlier (section 2.2, Text S2) a 3-D domain permits both 2CP and 3CP collisions, whereas in the current setup CPs are confined to move along only one horizontal dimension. All collisions in the channel domain effectively act like 3CP collisions in a 3-D domain, since the air trapped between any two colliding CPs in the channel is forced to escape vertically. Thus, the dynamical effect of CP collisions could be overestimated (Figure S6). Even then, our findings suggest that the immediate forced lifting in the moment when CPs collide is incapable of triggering deep convection and that the slower process of funneling moisture into convergence zones dominates in RCE.

As a final remark, it is important to emphasize that the surface fluxes in the LES are parameterized using Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (section 2.1), which assumes a constant-flux-layer between the surface and the lowest model level. With the resolution and staggered grid used in the current study, this level is located at 50 m. The reader should note that our results rest on the ability of the LES to parameterize the surface fluxes, an aspect that could be investigated systematically in further studies.

5. Summary and Conclusions

This study aimed to clarify the mechanisms with which CPs organize and initiate new deep convection events in RCE. Large-eddy simulations run in an idealized 2-D-like setup elucidate the causal relationships between CPs, moisture convergence, and deep convection triggering: where outflow boundaries collide, the interaction of the circulation within each CP establishes narrow convergence zones in the boundary layer that persist for hours, sustained by “conveyor belts” of moisture on either side.

As moisture from a several kilometers wide “catchment area” is advected into the convergence zone and deflected vertically, the atmosphere above gradually moistens. Tracking the loci of convergence shows that the aggregate convergence locus experiences weak CIN and large CAPE already several hours before deep convection occurs. The inhibition is present in the upper levels of the boundary layer and is gradually removed over the duration of the buildup, eventually permitting deep convection. The low-level vertical moisture flux remains positive, $\sim 1-3 \text{ g s}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-2}$ depending on the surface boundary condition, over the whole duration, steadily increasing the water vapor mixing ratio above the boundary layer.

The mechanism described above is illustrated by a closer analysis of a single deep convection event and its buildup in the large eddy simulation. We find that the CPs on either side preceding the event establish a circulation where air in the lowest levels is funneled into a narrow convergence zone from an area $\sim 10$ km to either side. The convergence removes inhibition by warming all levels of the boundary layer within the
convergence zone. During the time between the formation of the preceding CPs and the event, the contribution of surface moisture fluxes to the total moisture that enters the convergence zone is relatively small (6%). In the convergence zone, the converging moisture inevitably ascends and leads to a moistening of the atmospheric column despite horizontal moisture divergence above the boundary layer. Together, our results support the notion of gradual preconditioning of the atmosphere above convergence zones established by colliding outflow boundaries.
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